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Re: Application Number APP0063077, NEXT Energy Removal-Fill Authorization

Dear Mr. Cary, Oregon Department of State Lands Staff, and Oregon State Land Board,

Columbia Riverkeeper requests that Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) deny the
permit application for NEXT Energy (Application Number APP0063077) because of likely
adverse impacts to water quality, nearby water users, nearby residents and farms in the Beaver
Drainage District, and significant concerns about the inadequacy and lack of clarity regarding
proposed mitigation. The interests of Columbia Riverkeeper, its members in Columbia County
and beyond, as well as many other organizations and individuals will be directly impacted by
NEXT Energy’s proposal. Since 2004, proposals to industrialize sensitive areas of Port Westward
(for fracked gas, LNG, coal, and oil terminaling and refining) have drawn profound community
interest and concern. DSL’s rushed, haphazard process harms the long-standing effort to find
consensus and compromise regarding issues at Port Westward. DSL’s approach has done a
disservice to the Columbia County community, particularly neighbors to NEXT Energy’s
proposal. As described below, NEXT’s application includes a number of significant deficiencies
that prevent both DSL and the public from fully assessing the potential impacts of the project.

At the outset, we strongly urge DSL to refrain from making a decision on NEXT’s
application until the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has made a
substantive determination regarding the 401 Certification for the project. ORS 196.825(3) sets
forth the criteria DSL must consider during its review of a permit application, including
“[w]hether the proposed fill or removal conforms to sound policies of conservation . . . .” In the
absence of a Clean Water Act 401 certification from DEQ—a process designed to review and
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evaluate the water quality impacts of a project—DSL cannot confirm that NEXT’s proposal
meets this criteria. As DLS is aware, on September 1, 2021, DEQ denied NEXT’s request for a
401 certification because of NEXT’s failure to submit responses to DEQ’s initial review
questions. We strongly urge DSL to wait to evaluate a removal-fill authorization to NEXT until
the company has submitted a complete application to DEQ for review and DEQ has, in fact,
completed that review. At this time, DSL cannot conclude that the project meets Oregon’s
standards for protecting wetlands, waterways, and neighboring farm and residential uses. The
impacts to waterways, wetlands, the nearby airshed, drainage infrastructure, traffic corridors, and
uplands will be complex and potentially very detrimental to the health, safety, and environment
for communities in the vicinity of the project and along the proposed rail route.

Furthermore, pursuant to ORS 196.825(3)(g), DSL must consider “[w]hether the
proposed fill or removal is compatible with the acknowledged comprehensive plan and land use
regulations for the area . . . or can be conditioned on a future local approval.” NEXT has applied
to Columbia County for approval for a “Use Permitted Under Prescribed Conditions in RIPD
Zone,” a site design review, and a conditional use permit for its rail branch line. However,
Columbia County’s Planning Commission is not scheduled to review those applications until
November 15, 2021. At this point in time, the land use reviews are still very much up in the air. It
would be premature for DSL to assume that those approvals will be granted.

DSL should deny the permit for additional reasons. The proposed mitigation is not only
inadequate but also in a state of flux, making this comment period and the underlying application
premature and incomplete. The applicant has a responsibility to provide sufficient information to
allow DSL and the public to evaluate whether the project meets the criteria for a removal-fill
authorization. The incompleteness of NEXT Energy’s proposed plan makes it impossible for
either DSL or the public to fully evaluate the application. For example, under OAR
141-085-0550, applications for remove and fill permits must include:

1) Sufficient documentation showing why the removal or fill activity is necessary to
accomplish the project purpose, with sufficient enough detail that the Department can
conduct an alternatives analysis.

Under OAR 141-085-0565(5), DSL can “issue a permit only upon the Department’s
determination that a fill or removal project is consistent with the protection, conservation and
best use of the water resources of this state . . . .” (emphasis added). The regulations are very
clear that the applicant bears the burden of providing the Department with enough information to
make this determination. The analysis of alternatives put forward by NEXT Energy fails to look
at region-wide opportunities and alternative sites and designs to produce renewable diesel. The
analysis is too narrow for the purposes defined in the project, which should be to produce
renewable diesel (and not only from the Port Westward site or the Columbia River). Alternatives
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are available for refining renewable diesel that may have fewer impacts to wetlands and adjacent
landowners, such as train- and barge-transloading of renewable diesel rather than the production
of it in a location with major natural resource and land use concerns.

Furthermore, the design and analysis of the proposed project configuration is incomplete.
The geotechnical analysis for the entire project seems incomplete, including analysis for how
roads and material stockpiles will impact area hydrology. For example, the Joint Permit
Application states, “[a] geotechnical study of the road will be performed prior to construction.”1

If road infrastructure is inadequate or must be altered, it will likely impact wetlands and drainage
systems significantly. Many roads in the area depend on adequate drainage, maintained dikes,
and some roads have weight-bearing limitations that have not been adequately evaluated by
either Columbia County land use planners, neighboring farms and residents, or Oregon state
agencies.

2) A description of alternative project sites and designs that would avoid impacts to waters of
this state altogether, with an explanation of why each alternative is, or is not practicable, in
light of the project purpose and need for the fill or removal.

As stated above, the description of alternative project sites and designs submitted by
NEXT is too cursory for DSL to determine that the analysis is complete and accurate. NEXT has
failed to provide a clear analysis for why other sites that can feed renewable diesel to Western
North America markets, as well as other potential markets (potentially overseas), are not
reasonable alternatives.

Additionally, NEXT has failed to explain why its proposed project is water dependent.
Inland areas may offer better production sites for renewable diesel, with better rail access, stable
soils, and adequate access to feedstock. The analysis provided in the JPA fails to name all other
sites, why they were specifically excluded (site by site), and how other sites might lack the
conflicts that NEXT Energy clearly imposes on neighboring farms, families, and natural
resources. Furthermore, DSL should not accept as a foregone conclusion that a renewable diesel
facility requires marine access—Oregon has an existing facility under construction without
marine access, the Red Rock biofuels in Lakeview, OR. Red Rock has received significant
financial support from Oregon, but has nonetheless faced financial difficulty in recent months.2

Oregon’s experience with Red Rock should urge caution in permitting these facilities,
particularly where the project is proposed for a sensitive area Port Westward.

2 Klamath Falls Herald and News. May 3, 2021. “Red Rock Biofuels out of money.”
https://www.heraldandnews.com/news/local_news/red-rock-biofuels-out-of-money-will-try-to-sell-bonds-to-keep-pr
oject-afloat/article_eaaf0c95-ceab-5220-89cf-8df77a415165.html; see also Oregonian report, “Renewable biofuels
plant to be built in Southern Oregon,” by Ted Sickinger. References $245 million in bonds approved by Governor
Kate Brown for the Lakeview-based project that has stalled in construction. January 30, 2019.
https://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/2018/04/renewable_biofuels_plant_to_be.html

1 Joint Permit Application. P. 7.
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3) A description of methods to repair, rehabilitate or restore the impact area to rectify the
adverse impacts.

On September 22, DSL staff stated in a public meeting before the Port of Columbia
County Commission that all aspects of the mitigation proposal had not been reviewed or
finalized, and more important information was received during the comment period that could
alter the impact analysis for the project. Further, DSL staff stated that the mitigation site can’t
actually be restored to its historic condition, and this may render the mitigation inadequate for
achieving the desired repair and replacement of the loss of functions related to the NEXT Energy
development at Port Westward. In light of this information, it is clear that the requirements set
forth in OAR 141-085-0680, relating to compensatory mitigation, have not been met.

4) A description of methods to further reduce or eliminate the impacts over time through
monitoring and implementation of corrective measures.

NEXT made only a vague commitment to adaptively managing the project and its very
controversial mitigation proposal, which has triggered significant concerns from neighboring
landowners, farmers, and families. We request that DSL require NEXT to provide this
information, in full, prior to the closing of any comment period. DSL has given the public
inadequate time and information to assess whether impacts will increase or diminish over time if
the NEXT Energy facility is constructed and operated. DSL has also failed to consider all of the
potential impacts of the facility, including issues that caused DEQ to deny the 401 Certification
for NEXT Energy due to incompleteness. DSL should wait to review NEXT’s application until
the company reapplies to DEQ for a 401 Certification and DEQ makes a determination on that
request. Until DEQ completes the 401 Certification process, DSL cannot know the full scope of
potential water quality impacts that will be associated with NEXT’s proposed project.

5) For each proposed removal-fill activity and physical mitigation site applied for in the
application, a list of the names and addresses of the adjacent landowners, including those
properties located across a street or stream from the proposed project.

The proposed project impacts the entire drainage system in the Beaver Drainage District,
and all residents in the Drainage District should have been notified as impacted neighbors.

6) A signed local government land use affidavit.

The Columbia County Planning Commission plans to hold its first hearing on this
project’s land use development applications on November 15, 2021. DSL cannot conclude at this
time that the land use issues have been resolved, when the Columbia County planning staff have
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not even published a staff report on the proposed land use development applications for the
NEXT Energy project, its mitigation, or its rail spur.

At this time, information suggests that this project will pose potentially unacceptable
risks to water quality, local flood control and drainage for agriculture purposes, salmon and
salmon habitat, public safety (due to high liquefaction risks and unstable soils in the area), and
neighboring land uses. Port Westward is a complicated, sensitive location for agriculture,
residences, and other businesses that provide jobs to the community and fresh, often organic,
products. It is also highly vulnerable to spills, soil instability, and infrastructure in the area may
be limited with respect to roads, emergency response, and response to drainage and flooding
issues (particularly in the event of an emergency such as major flooding or a seismic event). DSL
must give its important decisions the time and process necessary to protect the neighbors to this
proposal.

Ultimately, NEXT Energy has failed to provide adequate information to prove that it will
not have detrimental impacts to wetlands, waterways, and adjacent users of the area - residences,
farms, businesses, and a Buddhist Zen monastery, all of which could face negative impacts from
the project as a whole. The information gaps—e.g., land use approvals, a complete application to
DEQ, a complete mitigation plan, an adequate alternatives analysis—hinder the public’s ability
to understand and comment on the impacts of the proposal. We support the many public
commenters already in the record, who stated:

● Consider an alternate site and an alternative design with less impacts.
● Expect adverse impacts to State- or federally-listed species.
● Expect adverse impacts to water resources.
● Compensatory mitigation is insufficient to compensate for the adverse impacts.
● Please deny the permit.

We strongly disagree with the statement made by Dan Cary, lead on this project for DSL,
in front of the Port of Columbia County on September 22, that no comments have been
submitted to date that raise substantive concerns. Neighbors to the proposed project submitted
written comments to DSL in advance of the September 22nd public meeting and again during the
very same meeting in which Mr. Cary made his statement. We are deeply troubled that a state
agency would so summarily dismiss the comments of dozens of local residents who expressed
alarm and concern over the haphazard approach DSL and NEXT Energy have taken with regard
to public engagement for this authorization request. DSL should consider and respond to all
comments thoroughly and completely.

In conclusion, Oregon's path to cleaner fuels should not include a poorly-conceived,
rushed refinery in the sensitive Port Westward area. The refinery may pose outright safety
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hazards in a liquefaction zone, in a critical bend of the Columbia River, next to sensitive,
high-value farms and salmon habitat. The mitigation proposal for NEXT Energy is clearly
incomplete; the design of the facility and an analysis of its overall impacts are impossible to
judge without more detailed, comprehensive, and organized information from the application.
For these reasons, we ask DSL to either deem the application incomplete or deny NEXT’s
application and require the company to reapply if/when DEQ’s issues its 401 certificate and
Columbia County completes its land use reviews.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions about these comments. I can be reached
by email at dan@columbiariverkeeper.org.

Sincerely,

Dan Serres
Conservation Director
Columbia Riverkeeper
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